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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust is Suffolk’s nature charity – the only organisation dedicated to safeguarding Suffolk’s wildlife and countryside.


We make a difference for Suffolk by managing nature reserves - securing a bigger, better and more connected landscape for wildlife and by inspiring the next generation through hands-on experiences with nature.
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                  We want to turn nature’s recovery in Suffolk from an aspiration into a reality by making space for wildlife across the county and bringing nature into the places where people live their daily lives. This is one of the very biggest challenges that faces our society today.
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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust cares for 50 nature reserves, with fantastic visitor centres at Carlton Marshes and Lackford Lakes. Please help us care for the nature reserves you've enjoyed, by joining Suffolk Wildlife Trust.
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                  We have something for everyone! Events for tots through to teens, wildlife courses for adults, practical conservation volunteering, wildlife walks and talks.
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                  There are so many ways to get involved and support Suffolk's Wildlife, from watching a wildlife webinar at home to volunteering with us on a reserve. 
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            Sizewell C Stage 3 Consultation

        

        

    
    
        EDF Energy are proposing to build a new nuclear power station (Sizewell C) to the north of the existing Sizewell B power station. The proposals for Sizewell C will be the largest infrastructure…
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            Osprey consultation survey

        

        

    
    
        It's really important that we gather your views about our osprey translocation proposals. Please tell us what you think by completing our short survey
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            Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s concerns for wildlife following Sizewell C Stage 4 consultations  

        

        

    
    
        Following EDF Energy’s Stage 4 consultation, Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s Head of Conservation, Ben McFarland, has highlighted concerns about the potential impact of Sizewell C on Suffolk’s wildlife…
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            County Wildlife Sites

        

        

    
    
        County Wildlife Sites (CWS) have a key role in the conservation of Suffolk’s biodiversity and are important Living Landscape links.
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            Ground-nesting birds and responsible dog walking

        

        

    
    
        Andrew Excell, South East Suffolk Sites Manager, explains why it's so important to keep dogs on leads to protect ground-nesting birds.
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            Establishing grassland and increasing botanical diversity at existing sites

        

        

    
    
        Grassland surrounded by different habitats such as hedge, scrub, woodland and even bare ground can support a rich community of wildlife. The creation of new grassland habitat complements the conservation management of existing grasslands.
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            Two government consultations offer opportunity to have your say on important environmental decisions

        

        

    
    
        A public consultation on the designation of 41 new Marine Conservation Zones (including Suffolk's first) closes on 20 July, and  there's still time to contact Defra with views on the…
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            Ecological consultancy

        

        

    
    
        Our Wilder Ecology ecological consultancy team provide professional ecology, conservation and BNG surveying for clients.
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            Thousands back Wave of Support for Marine Conservation Zones

        

        

    
    
        More than 22,000 people completed The Wildlife Trust’s online action, which urged Michael Gove, the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, to designate 41 new Marine…
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            Site Analysis for Freshwater Invertebrate Surveys

        

        

    
    
        SAFIS: Site Analysis for Freshwater Invertebrate Surveys. The aim of this program is to give a simple and quick method of analysing data obtained when conducting a survey for freshwater invertebrates at a pond, river or other wetland site. 
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          Suffolk Wildlife Trust is part of a UK-wide network of Wildlife Trusts. It is the only charity dedicated wholly to safeguarding Suffolk's wildlife and countryside.
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